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The Acton Cluster Safer Neighbourhoods News Sheet Issue 13 March 2017
_________________________________________________________
Welcome to Issue 13 of The Acton News, your local police newsletter.
In this issue you’ll find out what your local police team has recently achieved and discover
their plans for the coming few months.
Following on from the success of the regular Cuppa with a Copper sessions in cafes
across the cluster, this month we’re giving you the opportunity to have a cup with the Borough
Commander, Chief Superintendent Paul Martin, and ask him anything you want about
Ealing Police. Just enter the competition on Page 12.
We’ve also included an Acton Diary page, on which you’ll be able to find out about
opportunities to meet your ward officers and speak to them face to face. The Diary also
contains contact details of all the Acton Cluster Teams.
If you’re interested in developing more cohesive communities in your particular
part of Acton you’ll enjoy reading about the reinvigoration of the local Neighbourhood
Watch network.
Your local Police Team are here to help and advise you. They have been
specifically tasked to support their Ward communities in whatever way they can and would
welcome your input, as well as being happy to help and advise you.

NEWS FROM AROUND THE CLUSTER

Hanger Hill
The Hanger Hill Team have been as busy as
usual taking criminals off the streets and
generally working hard to protect their community.
On Friday 20th January the Team were on
regular patrol around their base on Ashbourne
Parade when a known drug dealer approached
PCSO Syed and made a specific threat to
another officer at their base. This male was the
same person who had been arrested for
Possession with Intent to Supply Class a and B
drugs back in August 2016.
Later on the male was spotted by the Ashbourne Bar . Ward Officers attended the venue and
attempted to safely detain him. He became very hostile and it took three officers to do this. Finally he
was arrested at the scene for Witness intimidation.
Sergeant Marcelle then carried out a search and the man was found to be in possession of twenty snap
bags of Class B and five bags of Class A drugs. He was then further arrested for Possession with
Intent to Supply Class A and B Drugs.
The Team were very pleased that they had managed to get a known drug dealer of the streets again
with the added bonus that this one had made threats against a Police Officer.
As Sergeant Marcelle very succinctly put it, “Hanger Hill Ward will simply not tolerate Drug Dealers on
our Ward”.
Two days prior to this the Team were making their way back from a Ward Panel meeting at the Fox
and Goose Pub, when they spotted a man drinking alcohol in the Hanger Lane pedestrian underpass.
This area is a in a Controlled Drinking Zone where public alcohol consumption is prohibited. Officers
stopped the man and checked his details. They discovered that he was very well known to police and
that he was on The Registered Sex Offenders List.
The man was arrested for breaching his Court Order by PC Bhogal. He was then searched and found
to be in possession of a suspicious note which suggested he might be targeting females in the area.
He was sentenced to twelve weeks in prison at Willesdon Magistrates Court the following
day….another good result for the team!
On a totally different tack the Team assisted officers from Ealing Council with a Warrant concerning a

a house linked to “Housing of Multiple Occupancy”. This
house, located in Waverly Gardens W3, had come to the
councils attention as sources suggested the outhouse was
been used as a residential dwelling.
Pc Bhogal and PCSO Syed went with the Council Officers to
the venue and discovered that the outhouse was indeed
being used as a residence of sorts, as this picture clearly
shows!
Seven people were living in the main house and when
someone opened the door of the outhouse from the inside it
was discovered that it was in fact a self contained flat!
This kind of multi occupancy is not only illegal, it is highly dangerous as all the necessary gas,
electricity and general building regulations cannot be observed. The team expect their presence being
requested by Ealing Council again as they crack down on many more unlicensed HMO premises.

South Acton
The South Acton Team have been dealing robustly with some
of the more disreputable members of the community while
making a concerted effort to reach out and communicate with
the huge number of minorities who live and work in the area.On
the 19th of January Inspector Durn,
Sergeant Shah and PC Young attended
Ealing Police Station and took part in a
teleconference reaching out to the Somali
Community.
Also taking part was Commander Mak
Chishty the senior Met Officer in charge of
Engagement across the capital.
The Conference call involved nearly 200 people and was a chance for the community to express their
concerns about a number of issues which included local policing.
The Team have successfully issued a Criminal Behavour Post Conviction for the Possession of drugs
to Mr Jagjit Rao. Mr Rao had persistently been behaving in a particulary anti social manner around the
Block 14 area of Ragley Close W3. These ASB issues included sleeping rough and using drugs in the
stairwells, which resulted in a huge amount of discarded and potentially dangerous drugs paraphernalia

The CBO was imposed on Rao (pictured right) by Uxbridge Magistrates
Court on 9th December 2016 as a result of an application made by
Ealing Borough Police working in partnership with Ealing Council and
the local community.
The conditions imposed on Rao by the CBO prohibit him from
1. Having in his possession or control any drugs paraphernalia,
including but not limited to needles, snap bags and tin foil.
2. Entering any residential block where he does not reside without
prior permission of a lawful occupant.
3. Entering any premises from which he is banned, including, but not limited to Morrisons in
Ealing W5.
4. Being in a specific area of Acton W3 save for appointments, pre-arranged with Probation,
Solicitors or drug agencies.
Rao can be arrested if he breeches any of these conditions. If you become aware that he is doing so
please contact the police immediately

Acton Central
PCSO Sarah Kearney and PC’s Dave Loveday
and Chim Nweke recently went to West Acton
Primary School to speak with the children there.
The visit was very well received with the officers
being bombarded with a whole variety of
questions. In addition the officers took along
various pieces
of police kit,
which some of
the children
were able to
try on! The most interesting enquiry was a question regarding
police ladybirds. However, while the Met is always looking to new
ideas for better policing, it was explained that the training and
deployment of ladybirds has yet to be considered.
The Team have continued to follow up their excellent work in
combating street drinking and begging on the ward. In fact they
are developing a reputation for expertise in this area, so much so
that officers from Hillingdon Borough recently visited to see how the team had tackled the issues.

Several more street drinkers have been issued with Community Protection Notices, and one man has
been arrested twice for subsequent breaches.
Despite the success in this area the team are far from
complacent. At this time the foundations are being put in place
for a summer long operation aimed at reinforcing the actions
taken so far, and to look at the issues over a larger area.
One of the subjects often raised at Acton Central’s Ward Panel
meetings is effective traffic management. The Team have
followed this up with some strong enforcement, in particular
around the use of mobile phones while driving. Further
community based operations based around excessive speed are
also planned
Acton Cluster and the wider Ealing Police area have suffered
heavily from illegal traveller encampments. While it is important that we respect the different cultures of
the community we police, there is often negative impacts as a result of these encampments. The Acton
Central Ward Team recently took the initiative with just such an encampment on a disused John Lewis
site. The Team attended and followed the new Ealing Borough procedure for dealing with these
situations from start to finish. In doing so they managed to evict the travellers in a relatively short space
of time.
Despite these good efforts , considerable damage was done to the site and a large amount of building
waste dumped. The positive result was that the illegal activities were cut short, limiting the damage and
clean up cost.
The Team have fed back their experiences to other ward teams within the borough along with the
council to try and ensure that a speedy and positive response is provided in the future.
In addition the Team have met with representatives from Ealing Council and the Environment Agency
in order to explore ways of preventing such encampments from being set up in the future, as well as
ensuring follow up prosecutions in the future.
One last thing to mention is that Acton Central Twitter is going from strength to strength. If you do not
already please follow us @MPSActon for regular updates as to what your team are up to on a daily
basis.

East Acton
The East Acton Team have been busy looking after their
Ward, the largest in the Acton Cluster.
One particular piece of good news concerns the drop in
thefts at Oxygen Freejumping on Kendal Avenue. The Team
has assisted with the organisation of a joint advisory visit to
the premises with Licensing, Health and Safety and the
London Fire Brigade, and the club continues to be a
successful and popular venue.
The Team was also made aware of two ward problems where dangerous parking was causing
significant aggravation to the community.
The first concerned Uber cab drivers on Old Oak Common Lane NW10. Uber have an office in the
Nash House Building, and this has resulted in many of their drivers parking outside on double yellow
lines and in cycle lanes.
The Team spoke to Uber management and advised their drivers as to the error of their ways, while
advising Council Parking Enforcement Officers that it would be beneficial to attend the area.
The other problem area was outside the Sandflames Grill at the Victoria Road and Wales Farm Road
junction. For a number of years customers have parked on double yellow lines and in the cycle lane.
This has resulted in a number of near misses for road users. Again the Team worked closely with
Ealing Council Parking Enforcement and made a number of site visits. The volume of dangerous
parking has decreased significantly and many parking fines have been issued. Most recently eight
parking tickets were issued in less than twenty minutes.
The Team helped the Council Safer Communities Team evict troublesome residents at an address just
off The Vale. These tenants were the cause of an enormous amount of local Anti Social behaviour and
Crime, and their presence was becoming a real issue in the area.
Ward Officers have begun working closely with the MSC. This is the Metropolitan Special
Constabulary, and is comprised of fully trained warranted volunteer officers who have the same powers
as regular officers. Special Constables Leese and Pringle have been helping them patrol crime
hotspots on The Vale, deal with Road Traffic offences and answer emergency calls.
The Team have regularly attended Street Briefings throughout the Ward, where they have met
members of the public, updated them on local crime initiatives and answered their queries and
concerns regarding local police issues.

Southfield
On 2nd March and as a result of an application made
by the Southfield Team, in partnership with Ealing
Council and the local community , a Criminal
Behaviour Order (CBO) was imposed on Peter Fisher
(pictured below) by Isleworth Crown Court.
Fisher was arrested by the Team at the end of
last year for a number of Motor Vehicle offences
throughout the Ward. He attended Court on Feb 2nd
but did not receive a custodial sentence.

As a result of the strict conditions imposed by
the CBO however, Fisher can be arrested if
he breaches any of them. The conditions
imposed by the Criminal Behaviour Order
state that he mustn’t:
1) Touch or enter any unattended vehicle
without the express permission of the
owner or registered keeper anywhere in
England or Wales.
2) Be in possession of more than one
mobile phone that is not registered to him.
3) Be in the residential area outlined in the
map of Acton W4 shown below.

4) Enter any Cash Converters or Pawn Shops
within Greater London.
If you are aware of Fisher breaking any of the above
conditions please contact the police immediately
The Team have also been busy in a number of other
areas. They regularly conduct what police refer to as

“Weapon Sweeps”. They do this to see if any dangerous weapons have been dumped and which could
pose a danger to the general public. Sometimes these weapons have been deliberately hidden in
places where criminals can find them when necessary. This avoids the risk of being caught in
possession of them. .
The Team were conducting a Weapons Sweep on the Beaconsfield road Estate on Tuesday 28th
January when an officer discovered a 20cm kitchen knife carefully hidden under a bush.
On 8th of March Southfield Officers joined forces with officers from Acton Central and colleagues from
the MSC to answer a call to an address in Acton. When they were there they were surprised to get
evidence of significant drug dealing from the address. The combined team arrested a man and a
woman on suspicion of possessing Class A drugs with intent to supply.
The Team conducted an extensive search of the premises and managed to seize the grand total of 94
exhibits. These included 30 bags of suspected Class A as well as 12 bottles and containers of various
controlled drugs. 60 electronic items were seized for investigation after several were identified as
being stolen. The two suspects were then further arrested for handling stolen goods.
As you can imagine the amount of evidence seized meant a massive amount of necessary paperwork
for the officers concerned, once the suspects had been safely delivered to Custody. No one
complained though as it meant that a couple of very undesirable characters had been taken off the
streets.
The Team continue to meet and advise residents at their regular street briefings and popular Cuppa
with a Copper meetings in local Coffee Bars. For more details of these please see the Cluster Diary .

Neighbourhood Watch
_________________________________________________________
Neighbourhood Watch is alive and thriving in the Acton Cluster. Following guidelines from the Mayor’s
Office, the police are firmly in favour of it being fully looked after by volunteers rather than the police.
Over a year ago our Chief Inspector, Graham Durn, endorsed the appointment of Dr Suzanne Tanswell
to lead on growing Neighbourhood Watch in Southfield. In November 2015, a new entity called
Southfield Neighbourhood Watch was formed with the aim to improve Neighbourhood Watch by
increasing both coverage and communications. Southfield now boasts 43 coordinators which is the
highest in Ealing and is one of the highest in London. They statistically cover over 65% of the roads in
Southfield.

Southfield Neighbourhood Watch has helped the police in crime prevention initiatives, and neighbours
have felt that they can count on the coordinators, especially the
vulnerable ones or those that have been victims of crime.
Southfield NHW also led on the Smartwater campaign and PC
Simon Cole reported that that they had achieved the highest
delivery figures in the Borough.
As a result of this success, in May 2016, Chief Inspector Durn
asked Suzanne to accept the task of revamping Neighbourhood
Watch across the Acton Cluster and therefore replicate the
success of the Southfield model.
She started the project in South Acton with the active
cooperation of the Dedicated Ward Officer PC Dave Young.
She has inspired and motivated several groups who have
bought into the value of Neighbourhood Watch with the support
of their local Safer Neighbourhood Team. The South Acton groups include Residents Associations,
Housing Associations, Community Groups, Places of Worship, Schools and Nurseries. They are all
ready to see the beginnings of a safer community in partnership with their local SNT. Each group has
agreed to recruit NW Coordinators from their local catchment area. The long-term aim is to have a Coordinator / scheme in each road in their areas. Early results have already come through in the Creffield
Area and in South Acton Gardens.
Meanwhile, a contact person for each organisation has been appointed to receive and to disseminate
police crime and other updates to their groups to achieve a total outreach of 7000.
Suzanne also organised four crime prevention events, numerous Smartwater registrations and parent
safety awareness talks in schools (covering online safety and bullying).
Effective communication is a critical component for the success of this project and following on from
the example in Southfield, Twitter accounts now exist for South Acton, @SouthActon_NW, Hanger
Hill’s Twitter and @HangerHill_NW. The Cluster Twitter is @ActonCluster_NW and the original,
Southfield Twitter, is @Southfield_NW.
The new models of Neighbourhood Watch are all about Commitment, Communication, Care and
Collaboration. The ultimate aim is to achieve safer wards and communities.
Inspector Durn has noted:
“I was once told that an officer patrolling on foot was statistically likely to pass a burglary in progress
only once every eight years - and even then they may not be alerted to that criminal activity occurring.
However there have been numerous occasions that we have only been able to prevent crime and

arrest offenders through local residents spotting something unusual and promptly calling the
police.”
Interview with Dr Tanswell
I recently met up with Suzanne and asked her how she had become so involved with Neighbourhood
Watch.
“I have always believed in the creation of cohesive communities. Our own beginnings started with the
Southfield Park Triangle RA where together, residents and committee members, worked with the
Council Safer Community Team and the Police to improve safety in our neighbourhood. Soon after I
was approached by the Southfield SNT, to help develop NHW in our area and to serve on the Safer
Ward Panel which I have done and for 6 consecutive years.
I then asked Suzanne what she sees as the main function of Neighbourhood Watch.
“The real value of Neighbourhood Watch is to be able to provide 360° feedback between the community
and the police, to increase vigilance, to share any advices that help reduce opportunities for crime to
be committed, and indeed to encourage the reporting of “anything that is unusual”.
Neighbourhood Watch is also not just about crime and disorder, it also brings a sense of community
and care. When there is care the crime rate will drop.”
“Suzanne, Why do you think this revamp of Neighbourhood Watch was necessary?”
“From my feedback, it seemed that the public’s confidence in the police was weak and residents felt
that the police had become distant. They received little or no feedback about local crime and
consequently had no real involvement in community protection.”
What are the most important things that you have been able to introduce in the wards where you are
engaged so far?
“I always believed that the public has a vital role in intelligence gathering and sharing and in increasing
community vigilance. Both are critical components required to help the police in their fight against
crime. My aim was therefore to recruit and to galvanise new active NW co-ordinators, to have a fresh
start, and to give all SNTs a platform to inspire confidence in local policing.
Furthermore, we have been able to provide the police with regular opportunities to engage with the
public especially in residents associations questions and answer sessions, just to be there to talk, to
give advice, and to provide answers to any local concerns.”
“ Suzanne, what has this actually achieved?”
“We have seen many benefits. Burglaries have gone down in Southfield and the police have most
recently made two arrests in two weeks directly as a result of information provided by members of our

network. Local feedback now indicates that our neighbourhoods have started to see the police as
members of the community and we have got a real readiness from the communities to engage and to
support our local Police Team.”
“What else is NHW doing to benefit the community?”
“The NW coordinators contribute a great deal and we have now have redefined the role to include
support for victims of crime which in itself is a means of enhancing cohesion in the community. In
Southfield, the NW team assisted the police and registered over 400 Smartwater kits and when I say
registered, I emphasize that co-ordinators actually sat down with their neighbours and completed the
registration but more importantly demonstrated the kit and marked 2-3 items for each household which
also included bikes, cycles, and cars.”
“NW co-ordinators meet regularly to share good practice and their success stories with the police also
attending these meetings. They listen to the co-ordinators’ feedback and provide the latest crime
related insights. We have already had four meetings in our first year in Southfield. This is an activity
which when replicated it will reap benefits across the entire Cluster
.
The streets that are covered by ‘Neighbourhood Watch’ now have windows stickers and lamppost
signs (and of course Smartwarer stickers) all of which make our area far less inviting for potential
offenders and even we hope, one day, a NO GO area for criminals.

“What’s next, Suzanne?”
“I am turning my attention to Hanger Hill and Acton Central. Both have very supportive Sergeants and
teams plus a small team of existing NW Co-ordinators.”
“ Finally Suzanne, what ideally would you like to see in the Cluster?”
“Another 200 Neighbourhood Watch volunteers! With the support of all the Sergeants and Dedicated
Ward Officers I would like to expand Neighbourhood Watch and help it achieve its full potential right
across the cluster”“
“Together we can certainly make a difference!”

If you want to help and you want more information about NHW please email Suzanne at
suzanne.tanswell@hotmail.co.uk

WIN A CUPPA WITH THE COMMANDER!
Following on from the successful launch of “Cuppa with a Copper” in some
Acton Wards in the last few months, this is your opportunity to share a Cuppa
with Chief Superintendent Paul Martin, the Ealing Police Borough Commander.
Ask him anything you want about Ealing Police, he’s promised to give as honest and accurate an
answer as possible, while offering you a cup of coffee and, with a bit of luck, some cake!!
Just answer the following questions, fill in the tie breaker and e mail your answers to the editor by April
30th 2017. Although this newsletter gets translated into Polish and Somali, please answer in English.,
as I’m afraid the editor is not multilingual!!
Question 1 The phonetic alphabet is a series of words the police use to specify a specific letter of the
alphabet. i.e. Charlie for C. What word do we use for K?
Question 2 The same word is used to describe a specific piece of police officers equipment and
Cleopatra’s snake. What is it?
Question 3 What is the name of the Deputy Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police? (on 26/03/15)
Question 4 All uniformed Ealing Police Officers up to and including the rank of Sergeant have two
letters on their epaulettes. What are they?
Question 5 Which former Home Secretary introduced Community Support Officers?
Tie Break If I won this competition the first question I would ask the Borough Commander would be:
_______________________________________________________________________________
How to enter
Carefully write your answer to each question plus your tie breaker on an e mail and send it to
stuart.honey @met.police.uk to arrive by April 30th 2017. The winner will be informed by May 14th
2017. A mutually acceptable time will then be arranged for your meeting with Ch. Supt Martin.
Competition Rules
1. One entry per reader only
2. Serving Officers and members of Police
staff ineligible.

3. The Editors decision is final
4. Entries received after April
will not be considered

5. The meeting with the Borough Commander will
take place at a mutually agreed date , time and
location

XJANUARY CRIME FIGURESx
SOUTHFIELD EAST ACTON SOUTH ACTON HANGER HILL ACTON CENTRAL
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Total Notifiable Offences

56

136

88

76

102

Residential Burglary

6

9

6

8

4

Non Residential Burglary

7

10

1

5

4

Theft of Motor Vehicle

3

4

3

3

4

Theft from a Motor Vehicle

11

11

4

7

9

Robbery (Business)

0

0

2

0

0

Robbery (Personal)

4

3

0

0

3

Violence

18

40

33

19

40

Anti Social Behaviour

22

48

45

20

22

x

STOP PRESS ! New face at the Top
x

Long-serving Inspector Graham Durn (pictured left) said goodbye to
Acton last week, leaving on temporary promotion to Hillingdon
Borough. Graham was a popular figure on the borough and has
served Acton as the Cluster Inspector for quite some time. We wish
him well.
He’s pictured handing over the baton to Inspector Aaron Clarke (right)
who joins us from Peckham in Southwark Borough. Aaron spent his
first week meeting the team, speaking at a local Resident’s Association meeting, and undertaking a
walkabout of some of the wards he will command. Aaron said “ I’m genuinely delighted to transfer
across to Ealing at an exciting time. I’ve worked on neighbourhoods in Hackney Wick and Cricklewood
Broadway, so I recognise the value of effective, visible neighbourhood policing. I’m really enthused by
the motivation of the officers and residents I’ve met so far, who so obviously want to make Acton a safe
place to live and work. I hope I can make a difference, and I’m looking forward to meeting many more
people when I’m out and about.” If you see Aaron, please do stop him and say hello!

XXTHE ACTON DIARYXX
Southfield SNT

Acton Central SNT

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

Telephone 0208 721 2946
E mail: southfield.snt@met.police.uk
Twitter @MPSSouthfield

Telephone 0208
E mail: actoncentral.snt@met.police.uk
Twitter MPSActonCentral

Sergeant Gail Stanton
Dedicated Ward Officer PC Simon Cole
Dedicated Ward PCSO Stuart Honey

Sergeant Matt Buckland
Dedicated Ward Officers PC Dave Loveday
PC Chim Nweke
Dedicated Ward PCSO Sarah Kearney

Engagements
Engagements
Cuppa with a Copper
Street Briefings
Lavelis: South Parade W4
Weds 15 March 11am-12pm
Sat 8 April
4pm-5pm
Plum Duff: Southfield Road
Tues 21 March 11am-12pm
Thurs 23 April 11am-12pm
Street Briefings
Beconsfield Rd: Mon 20 Mar 6pm-7pm
Wilkinson Way: Thurs 30 March 6pm-7pm
Dordrecht Rd: Sat 1 Apr 2pm-3pm
Beardsley Way: Fri 7 Apr 6pm-7pm
Kingswood Rd: Tues 25 Apr 6pm-7pm
Fletcher Rd:
Sat 6 May 2-3pm

Acacia Rd :
Sat 26 March 10am
Rufford Tower: Thurs 31 March 7pm
The Mount:
Sat 10 June
Youth Surgeries
Springfield Gdns: Fri 7 Apr 3.30pm
North Acton Playing Fields: Sat 29 Apr 12.30 pm
ASB Surgeries
Moreton Tower Sat 22nd Apr 9am
Cromwell Close : Fri 5 May 7pm
Friary Park: Sat 27 May 7pm
Ward Panel Meeting

Ward Panel Meeting
St Peters Church Southfield Rd
Monday 24 April 7pm

Provident House SNT Base
Weds 19 April 7pm
Ward Promises

Ward Promises
Tackle Motor Vehicle Crime
Patrol the open spaces on the Ward to deter ASB
and Drug misuse
Patrol the area around the Duke of Sussex pub,
the Beconsfield Estate and Acton Green

Use of CPN’s at Anti Social Behaviour Hotspots
Use of Crime Prevention Tweets
Increase Community Engagement wider than
Twitter

South Acton SNT

East Acton SNT

________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

Telephone 0208 649 3574
E mail southacton.snt@met.poilice.uk
Twitter @MPSSouthActon

Telephone 0208 721 2708
E mail eastacton.snt@met.police.uk
Twitter @MPSEastActon

Sergeant Shaz Shah
Dedicated Ward Officer PC Dave Young
Dedicated Ward PCSO Karen Burgess

A/Sgt James Clarke
Dedicated Ward Officer PC Andy Christian
Dedicated Ward PCSO Sandy Cumming

Engagements

Engagements

Cuppa with a Copper

Cuppa with a Copper

Starbucks 433 Uxbridge Road W3
Thurs 16 Mar 5pm-6pm
Thurs 20 Apr 5pm-6pm

Victoria Gym, Bromyard Ave, 22 April 12 pm
Acton Park 26 April 2pm
Park Club, East Acton Lane, 26 May 12pm

Street Briefings

Street Briefings

Fordhook Ave Thurs 16 March 6pm-7pm
Leythe Rd Weds 5 April 6pm-7pm
Gloucester Rd Thurs 25 May 6pm-7pm

Costume Store University, Victoria Rd, 28 April
5pm
Park Royal Leisure Complex 3 May
Nash House 11 May 1pm
Second Avenue 7 May 1pm
Stephenson Street 17 May 6pm
Bromyard Avenue 23 May 11am
O/S East Acton Primary School. 1 June 3pm
O/S John Perryn Primary School 8 June 9am

Ward Panel Meeting
Wednesday 24 May 7pm
TBC
Ward Promises

Ward Panel meeting
ASB related to drugs and/or Alcohol
The Team will seek to arrest those committing
drug offences and following conviction will seek
further sanctions to disrupt.
Theft from Motor Vehicles
The Team will seek to identify those responsible
and put them before the courts. The Team will
also actively promote Crime Prevention around
this type of crime.

Tues 11 Apr &pm
Holiday Inn, Portal Way W2
Plus regular contact points at ASDA Park
Royal
Fridays 6pm-9pm Saturdays 9am-12pm
Ward Promises
To regularly patrol all Burglary Hotspots

Drug Dealing
The Team will seek to identify venues and
individuals responsible for drug dealing and
proactively and robustly deal with offenders by
way of arrest and search warrants to identified
premises.

To tackle Thefts from Motor Vehicles and develop
crime prevention initiatives to deal with them.
To regularly patrol known Anti Social Behaviour
Hotspots

Hanger Hill SNT
________________________________________________________________________________________________

Telephone 0208 721 2947
E mail Hangerhill.snt@met.police.uk
Twitter @MPSHangerHill
Sergeant Ramone Marcelle
Dedicated Ward Officer PC Rene Biro
Deicated Ward PCSO Ikram Syed
Engagements
NHW Meetings
Woodfield NHW / The Brentham Club
Weds 29 March
Monks Drive NHW Thurs 30 March
Contact Points
All meetings at 12 Ashbourne Parade W5 3QS
Saturday March 11th 2pm-3pm
Wednesday March 15th 7pm 8pm
Thursday March 16th 7pm- 8pm
Saturday March 18th 2-3 PM
Wednesday March 22nd 7pm-8pm
Thursday March 23rd 7pm-8pm
Saturday March 25th 2pm -3pm
Wednesday March 29th 7pm -8pm
Thursday March 30th 7-pm -8pm

Every Ward in Ealing Borough has a Safer
Neighbourhood Ward Panel. These Panels
were set up in 2007 following an initiative by
the Metropolitan Police to set up a panel of
local people in each ward in London to bring a
community perspective on policing and crime
to the work of the Safer Neighbourhood
Teams. The panels comprise of individuals
elected by the community to represent their
interests, the SNT and the ward councilors
The purpose of Ward Panels is to agree and
review realistic and achievable courses of
action to address the issues raised by the
community.
You are welcome to attend any ward panel as
an observer only. Please contact your
Dedicated Ward Officer first to arrange this.
If you wish to speak there is the opportunity
at the yearly AGM, where you will also be able
to vote for your representatives on the panel.
You can also put yourself forward for election
at this meeting, should you wish.

The Acton News is published quarterly by the five
Acton Safer Neighbourhoods Police Teams.

Ward Panel Meeting

All content is copyright and nothing can be
reproduced without the written permission of the
Editor

Weds 5 April 7pm
The Fox and Goose Pub

Should you have any comments or suggestions
please contact the editor directly.

Ward Promises

Editor Stuart Honey
stuart.honey@met.police.uk

1. Burglary
2. Anti Social Behaviour related to Alcohol
3. Theft of and Theft from Motor Vehicles

TOTAL POLICING

